The concept of majority domination in graphs has been defined in at least two different ways: As a function and as a set. In this work we extend the latter concept to digraphs, while the former was extended in another paper.
Introduction
Although domination and other related concepts have been extensively studied for undirected graphs, the respective analogues on digraphs have not received much attention. A survey of results on domination in directed graphs is found in chapter 15 of [4] , but it mostly focuses on kernels and solutions (that is, independent inand out-dominating sets), and on domination in tournaments.
The notion of majority out-dominating set is fairly interesting from the mathematical point of view, since it is close enough to that of out-dominating set as to inherit several of its properties and allow the adaptation of some known results, and at the same time it is different enough as to open a new line of research.
This concept has interesting applications, specially related to democracy: The main idea of democracy is that of a representative group which is accepted by a majority of the population. In some way, this corresponds to majority dominating sets in undirected graphs. However, it is important to notice that the relation is actually directed: The representative group must be accepted by at least half of the population, but if the group itself accepts or not a particular sector of such population has no influence at all in the scope of simple democracy. Of course, more complex systems exist, with the aim that every important minority has some acceptance from the representative group, and those systems are better fit for large populations, like that of a country. Nevertheless, simple democracy is still the best option for small groups, like the members of a club or those of a small company. In the context of simple democracy, the concept of majority out-dominating set in digraphs works more accurately than that of majority dominating set in undirected graphs.
Fundamentals
Throughout this paper D = (V, A) is a finite directed graph with neither loops nor multiple arcs (but pairs of opposite arcs are allowed) and G = (V, E) is a finite undirected graph with neither loops nor multiple edges. Unless stated otherwise, n denotes the order of D (or G), that is, n = |V |. For basic terminology on graphs and digraphs we refer to [2] .
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For any vertex u ∈ V , the set + . Given a set X ⊆ V and u ∈ X, the set of external private out-neighbors of u respect to X is pn
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A subset S of V is called a dominating set of G if every vertex in V \ S is adjacent to at least one vertex in S. The minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G is called the domination number of G and is denoted by γ(G), or simply γ.
Let D = (V, A) be a digraph. A subset S of V is called an out-dominating set of D if for every vertex v ∈ V \ S there exists at least one vertex u ∈ S ∩ N − (v). The minimum cardinality of an out-dominating set of D is the out-domination number of D and is denoted by γ + (D), or simply γ + . In-dominating sets in digraphs are defined in a similar way, and the minimum cardinality of an in-dominating set of D is called the in-domination number of D, denoted by γ − (D).
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A majority dominating function [1] is a function f : V → {−1, 1} such that the set S = {v ∈ V : 
Figure 1
In this article we focus on majority dominating sets, while we study majority out-dominating functions in another paper [6] .
3
Majority out-dominating sets
Proof. The result follows immediately because any MODS of H is also a MODS of D. ⌉, and the bound is sharp.
Observation 3.2. For the directed path
Proof. Let P be a longest directed path in D. Let S 1 be a minimum MODS of P, and let
⌉. The bound is trivially attained for directed paths. Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous proposition . The bound is trivially attained for directed cycles.
If follows that at least one of S 1 and S 2 is a MODS of D. Therefore, γ
The converse is obvious.
Then |S| > 1, so there are two disjoint non-empty
⌉. Equality holds for directed paths and directed cycles, as follows from Observations 3.2 and 3.3. 
In the second case the bound is sharp.
Proof. (i). Let
. Equality is attained by double stars oriented so that the stem vertices have in-degree zero.
(ii). Suppose γ
follows that S is a MODS of D, so the result follows. Equality holds for the directed path P 6 , among others.
. The bound is sharp.
. Otherwise, Theorem
. As already mentioned, equality holds for any digraph D such that ∆ + (D) = n − 1. 
Proof. Let D = (V, A) be a digraph. Let S be a minimal MODS of D and take
Since S \ {v} is not majority out-dominating,
. Now let S be a MODS of D such that (i) or (ii) hold, and take v ∈ S. Assume
We now consider the effect on γ (ii) Let S be a γ
Proof. (i) If S is a γ
Now we consider the effect on γ Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of the corresponding result for outdomination given in [3] . 
Oriented graphs
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. An orientation of G is a digraph D = (V, A) such that uv ∈ E ⇔ (uv ∈ A or vu ∈ A), and |E| = |A|. These concepts are inspired in the notions of lower orientable domination number dom(G) and upper orientable domination number DOM (G), introduced by Chartrand et al. in [3] .
Theorem 4.2. For every graph G, dom
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let S be a minimum majority dominating set of G. Now we consider the following orientation D = (V, A) of G: For every two adjacent vertices u ∈ S and v ∈ V \ S, let uv ∈ A; edges between vertices of S and edges between vertices of V \ S can be oriented arbitrarily. Then S is a MODS of D and so dom
. We now proceed to determine the upper and lower orientable set majority domination numbers for several classes of graphs:
Proof. (i) Since for any tournament T,
, it follows that there exists a vertex u in T with d
. This completes the proof. (ii) From (i) of Theorem 3.10 it follows that dom 2 , and number the vertices of C n−1 following the order of the cycle, that is, V (C n−1 ) = {u 1 , ..., u n−1 }, in such a way that u 1 v ∈ A and u 1 u 2 ∈ A (notice that such a vertex u 1 will always exist, since d
2 ). Now from the set S 1 = {u 6 , u 7 , u 8 , u 9 } take one vertex which out-dominates other vertex of S 1 , and call it z 1 ; from the set S 2 = {u 10 , u 11 , u 12 , u 13 } take one vertex which out-dominates other vertex of S 2 , and call it z 2 , and so on. The last set S k = {..., u n−1 } may have less than four vertices, but we take anyway a vertex z k which out-dominates another vertex of the set, unless S k = {u n−1 }, in which case we take z k = u n−1 . Then S = {u 1 Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of the corresponding result for outdomination given in [3] .
Conclusions and scope
In this paper we extended the notion of majority dominating set to digraphs. In addition to its applications, the topic is of mathematical interest since the behavior of MODSs is somewhat different to that of their counterparts in graphs. This is only an introductory work, in which the concept is defined and some basic results are proven. We hope this paper will be helpful for people working in related topics, and perhaps it will encourage further research in the field.
It would be interesting to prove the NP-completness of the decision problem Majority Dominating Set (MODS): Given a graph G and a positive integer k, does G have a MODS of cardinality k or less?
